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A NIMBLE AND QUICK FEEL FOR RACERS AT EVERY LEVEL

R8R TECHNOLOGY

A racing model with the top racing philosophy

The R8R is a high performance race model that inherits the top racing 

model’s  design philosophy. It holds power loss to a minimum, 

accelerates quickly and perfectly realizes the ideal of a carbon road 

bike. This bike offers the great performance at a very reasonable 

price because of the careful choice of materials for this racing carbon 

model, supported by a model-specific design.

The frame shape for perfect racing performance

The development process of the R8R started with the selection of the 

frame materials. On this model, the middle layer is comprised of a 

fiber never used previously. The material used in this new process 

increases strength and stiffness due to its match with the carbon 

used elsewhere. Each tube on the front triangle is made stiffer by 

having a larger cross section both vertically and horizontally. The 

downtube is uniquely shaped to wrap the BB shell. 

Featuring almost the same shape as the top racing model, the 

seatstays are supple and absorb vibrations while retaining stiffness. 

This all results in making the whole frame nearly as stiff in acce-

leration as the racing model, with good response and a nimble ride 

feel, while the top tube focuses on comfort (using the same shape as 

the R8L), making the R8R excellent for long rides with the supple ride 

feel that only carbon can offer.

The perfect spec that racers can use without concern

The frame weighs in at 1170g (490mm size). The bike features 

practical and durable components but does not focus much on 

weight, so it allows riding at levels from intensive practice to race 

situations. It is compatible with the electronic shifting components 

currently popular among racers. It features an external cable routing 

for mechanical shifting in order to lessen friction in pulling cables. 

The R8R offers a great value with a similar silhouette and per-

formance to the high spec models. Those who race seriously will 

appreciate its nimble ride performance.




